The Candle Fold
Best with our
50/50 poly-cotton Twill
or Spun Poly

Variation
Tie a bow around folded napkin

Here’s how it’s done...

1.

2.

Fold a square napkin into a triangle.
3.

Turn the folded edge up 1 1/4”.
4.

Turn over so that the fold is underneath.
5.

Begining at the left corner, roll the
napkin carefully with the folded
edge outward.

Tuck the end in to hold roll in place
and fold down one layer of the top point.
Stand.

Enjoy!

The Fleur de Lis Fold
Best with our
Basic Polyester

Here’s how it’s done...

1.

2.

Fold the napkin in half from top to bottom.

3.

With the open edges on top, fold
the left and right point down to
the center.
4.

Bring the left and right points up
to the center

Pinch the bottom points and sides
together and slip on napkin ring.

5.

Peel back the top layer on each side.

Enjoy!

Envelope Fold
Best with our
“Metro & ”Classic”
Napkins

Here’s how it’s done...

1.

2.

Fold the napkin in half across the diagonal.

3.

Fold the two outside edges into two-thirds
along the lower edge.
4.

Place a finger over the center across all
thicknesses and fold back the right hand
flap across the center.

Take the tip of the small triangle and put
it in the “V” of the folded sides to make
a diamond.

5.
Fold down the top point and tuck it into
the diamond shape to close the envelope.

Enjoy!

The Wing Fold
Our Cotton Twill
or Spun Polyester
is perfect for this!

Here’s how it’s done...

1.

2.

Fold the square napkin with the outer
edges towards the center. Edge to edge
3.

Fold the four corners out diagonally.

4.

Top half: Roll very tightly to the center point.
Top Bottle: Continue from the roll half and
accordion fold to the bottom.

Enjoy!

Fold in half with the roll in the center
Stuff into goblet, fanning out the
accordion portion.

The Pocket Fold
Great with
any of our great
fabrics!

Here’s how it’s done...

1.

3.

5.

7.

Fold the napkin
in half, top to
bottom.

Fold across the
diagonal to form
a triangle.

2.

4.
Turn over so the
four free corners
are uppermost.

6.
Working with the
top layer only, fold
it down a few times
to make a cuff at
the bottom.

Fold the next two
corners over to form
three tiers.

Fold in half again
to make a square.

Fold the next single
corner over so the
tip touches the cuff.

8.

Enjoy!

Turn the right and left
corners to the underside
and overlap them.

